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Appearance conscious men and women in the modern world are obsessed with having silky-smooth
and touchable skin. Unwanted hair growth in both visible and unseen body parts stand in the way of
achieving this goal. The process of removing hair on regular basis using shaving, waxing, threading
etc. is not only time consuming and messy but also yields potential side effects such as razor
bumps, small cuts and rough skin patches. In this scenario people are looking for permanent hair
reduction methods. In Perth, Western Australia you will find numerous clinics and beauty salons that
offer various types of permanent hair reduction techniques offering smooth hair free skin for longer
time.

Permanent hair reduction methods

Beauty clinics across Perth offer wide range of permanent hair reduction techniques including
electrolysis, laser hair removal techniques, IPL etc. Laser techniques are effective but they are very
painful, time consuming and expensive.Â Electrolysis is another alternative method to remove hair
permanently. The method involves insertion of needles on body parts to destroy hair follicles. Since
needles have to be pierced on each hair roots, only very small area can be covered in one sitting.
This method is painful and time consuming and requires numerous sittings to get rid of complete
hair.

IPL (Intense Pulse Light) is a very effective and safe permanent laser hair reduction method that is
offered by most of the reputed clinics in Perth. This highly appreciated method is the best way to
achieve silky smooth skin and low maintenance hairlessness. This innovative method has made
countless clients in Perth glad with unbelievable results.

The IPL devise produces light at a specific wave length. It is targeted to the epidermis and goes
deep into the layers destroying hair follicles with the heat effect. When the energy produced from
the light is absorbed by melanin, the light energy is altered into heat energy. This heat annihilates
those hair cells that cause unwanted and thick hair growth. Since different hair follicles will be in
different stages of growth, continuous treatment is needed to achieve the desired result. You
choose occasional maintenance treatment once you have achieved softer hair free skin. According
to hair color and skin type the number of sittings required and effects will vary from person to person.

IPL - The most preferred hair reduction method

IPL is considered to be the safest and most effective way to permanently reduce unwanted facial
and body hair quickly. This method is used not only to achieve permanent hair reduction. It also
treats rosacea and skin redness, sun spots, blemishes, age spots, spider veins, and a host of other
skin conditions that cause concern. IPL can be safely used on any body parts and it also quickly
treats large areas of body parts such as back, legs and thighs. It slows down future hair growth and
can be managed by periodic touch-up treatment. Besides offering hair free skin IPL provides
smoother looking skin also.

If you are serious about permanent hair reduction, IPL is really worth a try enabling you to flaunt
your body by wearing revealing clothes with confidence.
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Ben Bradshaw - About Author:
If you are looking for a skin rejuvenation clinic in Perth, Evolve Cosmetic Clinic can help and offers a
IPL perth for smooth, hair-free skin and a wrinkle relaxers perth. Your treatment will be tailored to
you as an individual and you will receive honest, professional advice and a realistic expected a
permanent hair reduction perth.
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